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Abstract

Many vision problems involve the detection of the boundary of an object� like a hand� or the

tracking of a one�dimensional structure� such as a road in an aerial photograph� These problems

can be formulated in terms of Bayesian probability theory and hence expressed as optimization

problems on trees or graphs� These optimization problems are di�cult because they involve search

through a high dimensional space corresponding to the possible deformations of the object�

In this paper� we use the theory of A� heuristic algorithms ��� to compare three deterministic

algorithms 	 Dijkstra� Dynamic Programming� and Twenty Questions� 	 which have been applied

to these problems� We point out that the 
rst two algorithms can be thought of as special cases of

A� with implicit choices of heuristics� We then analyze the twenty questions� or minimum entropy�

algorithm which has recently been developed by Geman and Jedynak ��� as a highly e�ective� and

intuitive� tree search algorithm for road tracking� First we discuss its relationship to the focus

of attention planning strategy used on causal graphs� or Bayes nets� ��� Then we prove that� in

many cases� twenty questions is equivalent to an algorithm� which we call A�� which is a variant

of A�� Thus all three deterministic algorithms are either exact� or approximate� versions of A�

with implicit heuristics�

We then discuss choices of heuristics for optimization problems and contrast the relative ef�

fectiveness of di�erent heuristics� Finally� we brie�y summarize some recent work ������� which

show that the Bayesian formulation can lead to a natural choice of heuristics which will be very

e�ective with high probability�
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� Introduction

A promising approach to object detection and recognition assumes that we represent the

objects by deformable templates ��� �� �� �� ��� ��� �	� �
�� These deformable templates

have been successfully applied in such special purpose domains as� for example� medical

images ����� face recognition ��� �
� �� �	�� and galaxy detection ����� Deformable templates

specify the shape and intensity properties of the objects and are dened probabilistically so

as to take into account the variability of the shapes and the intensity properties� Objects

are typically represented in terms of tree or graph structures with many nodes�

There is a formidable computational problem� however� in using such models for the

detection and recognition of complex objects from real images with background clutter�

The very �exibility of the models means that we have to do tree�graph search over a large

space of possible object congurations in order to determine if the object is present in

the image� This is possible if the objects are relatively simple� there is little background

clutter� and�or if prior knowledge is available to determine likely congurations of the

objects� But it becomes a very serious problem for the important general case where the

objects are complex and occur in natural scenes�

Statistical sampling algorithms ��� ���� and in particular the jump di�usion algorithm

���� have been very successful but do not� as yet� work in real time except on a restricted�

though important� class of problems� Moreover� the only time convergence bounds cur�

rently known for such algorithms are extremely large�

This motivates the need to investigate algorithms which perform fast intelligent search

over trees and graphs� Several deterministic algorithms of this type have recently been

adapted from the computer science literature� Standard Dynamic Programming ���� has

been applied to nd the optimal solutions for a limited� though important� class of prob�

lems ����� ��������������� ����� The time complexity is typically a low order polynomial in

the parameters of the problem but this is still too slow for many applications� Dijkstra�s

algorithm �	�� is a related greedy algorithm� which also uses the Dynamic programming

principle� It has been successfully adapted �	�� to some vision applications�

More recently� Geman and Jedynak have proposed the novel twenty questions� or

minimal entropy� algorithm for tree search �	�� �Note that Geman and Jedynak refer
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to their algorithm as �active search� and use �twenty questions� in a more restricted

sense� But we feel that twenty questions is more descriptive�� The twenty questions

algorithm is intuitively very attractive because it uses information theory �		� to guide

the search through the representation tree�graph� More recently� it has been rediscovered

by Kontsevich and applied to analyzing psychophysical data �	
�� The basic intuition

of twenty questions has also been proposed as a general approach to vision in order to

explain how the human visual system might be able to solve the enormous computational

problems needed to interpret visual images and interpret visual scenes �	���

We examine these algorithms from the perspective of heuristic A� algorithms which

have been studied extensively by Pearl ���� These algorithms include a heuristic function

which guides the search through the graph and choice of this function can signicantly

a�ect the convergence speed and the optimality� Both Dynamic Programming and Dijk�

stra are known to be special cases of A� with implicit choice of heuristics� Our analysis

of twenty questions shows that it is closely related to a new algorithm� which we call A��

and which can be shown to be a variant of A�� �A� is formulated almost identically to

A� but di�ers from it by making more use of prior expectations during search��

The main di�erence between these algorithms� therefore� reduces to their implicit

choice of heuristic� We analyze the properties of heuristics which are important for op�

timization problems involving Bayesian models� We show that these models motivate

certain heuristics which� in related work �������� can be proven �mathematically� to be

very e�ective�

In section �	� we set up the framework by describing A� algorithms� the way they

can represent problems in terms of trees and graphs� and their applications to deformable

templates� In section �
� we describe Dynamic programming and Dijkstra from an A�

perspective� In section ��� we introduce the twenty questions algorithm and show its rela�

tions to the focus of attention strategy used in causal� or Bayes� nets �
�� In section ��� we

demonstrate a close relationship between twenty questions and A�� Finally� in section ���

we argue that better heuristics can be derived by exploiting the Bayesian formulation and

brie�y summarize our recent proofs of this claim ��������
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� Framework� Deformable Templates and A�

The deformable templates we consider in this paper will only specify intensity properties

at the boundaries of objects �i�e� they will ignore all regional intensity information�� They

will represent the template conguration X by a tree or a graph� see gures �	�
�� There

will be a probabilistic model P �IjX� for generating an image I given the conguration

X � � of the deformable template� This model will specify an intensity distribution at

the template boundary and a background distribution elsewhere� There will also be a

prior probability P �X� on the set of possible congurations of the template� The goal is

to nd the most probable conguration of the template� In mathematical terms� we wish

to the a posteriori estimate X� such that�

X� � arg max
X��

P �IjX�P �X�� ���

The distributions P �X� and P �IjX� are typically chosen to be Markov� This means

that they have local interactions only occurring within nite� and usually small� neigh�

bourhoods� These neighbourhood connections can be mapped directly onto connections in

the graph �
�� For example� X might correspond to a conguration x�� x�� � � � � xN � where

the xi�s denote points in the image lattice corresponding to positions of the deformable

template elements �see gure �
��� and P �X� � P �x��
QN��

i�� Pi�x
i��jxi�� This is a rst

order Markov chain where the probability of the position of a point depends only on the

position of the preceding point� see ���� for an example of a higher order Markov chain�

An important special case of distributions are those which are shift�invariant� i�e� so that

Pi��j�� is independent of i� Such distributions are suitable for objects like roads where the

statistical properties tend to be similar everywhere on the road and can� for example� be

the typical generic smoothness priors used in vision� There are less suitable� however� to

model objects like hands where the shape variations along the side of a nger are quite

di�erent from those at a ngertip� The imaging model P �IjX� typically assumes that

the image measurements are conditionally independent and hence can be expressed in the

form P �IjX� �
QN

i�� Pon�Ie�x
i��
Q

x��xi�i������ �N Poff �Ie�x��� where Pon�Ie�x�� is the prob�

ability of an image measurement Ie�x� if x lies on the deformable template and Poff �Ie�x��

is the corresponding probability if x does not lie on the object boundary� We might� for

�
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example� let Ie�x� be the response of an edge detector at point x and let Pon��� and Poff ���

be the probability of these responses on and o� the boundary� Such distributions can be

learnt from training data �	�� �	�� and will imply that the object boundaries are likely to

be places where the edge responses are strong�

The possible congurations in � can be represented as trees or graphs� In gure �	� we

show three types of representation� In gure �	A� we represent all positions in the spatial

lattice� in the vertical axis� and the horizontal axis represents the stages of the template�

Paths in the graph from left to right correspond to spatial trajectories� An advantage

of this representation ���� is that it does not assume known starting or ending positions

and so many trajectories can be represented in parallel� In gure �	B� an alternative

representation� used in �	�� assumes an initial starting segment and represents trajectories

by a ternary tree� The representation in gure �	C� is based directly on the image lattice

and is suitable for graph search algorithms such as Dijkstra� see for example �	��� where

the starting and ending position are known�

Observe that representation �A� can be restricted if the starting and ending position

are known� If we also restrict the fan out factor to nearest neighbour on the image lattice

then representation �A� can be re�expressed in form �C� �providing the prior is stationary�

as is the case throughout most of this paper�� Moreover� we see that the twenty questions�

representation� �B�� ignores the fact that paths can cross over each other� However�

representations �A� and �B� are more general than �C� and� in particular� are more suited

for priors which� like most deformable templates� are non�stationary�

In all three cases � is typically very large and it is impractical to evaluate all its

possibilities� Instead it is desirable to search the tree�graph in an e�cient manner�

The A� graph search algorithm is an important search strategy developed in the

articial intelligence literature �e�g� see �	��������	���� This algorithm is used to nd the

path of maximum cost between a start node A and a goal node B in a graph� The cost

of a particular path is the sum of the costs of each edge traversed� The A� procedure

maintains a tree of partial paths already explored� and computes a measure f of the

�promise� of each partial path �i�e� leaf in the search tree�� When computing these

partial paths it makes use of the dynamic programming principle ����� illustrated in the

�
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A

B

C

Figure �� The A� algorithm tries to nd the most expensive path from A to B� For

a partial path AC the algorithm stores g�C�� the best cost to go from A to C� and an

overestimate h�C� of the cost to go from C to B�

next paragraph� to reduce the computation� The measure f for any node C is dened as

f�C� � g�C��h�C�� where g�C� is the best cumulative cost found so far from A to C and

h�C� is an overestimate of the remaining cost from C to B� The closer this overestimate is

to the true cost then the faster the algorithm will run� �A� can also be expressed in terms

of cost minimization in which case the overestimate must become an underestimate� For

example� the arcs might represent lengths of roads connecting various �cities� �nodes��

and h�C� could be estimated as the straight�line distance from city C to B��

New paths are considered by extending the most promising node one step� The Dy�

namic Programming principle says that if at any time two or more paths reach a common

node� then all the paths but the best �in terms of f� are deleted� �This provision is

unnecessary in searching a tree� in which case there is only one path to each leaf��

It is straightforward to prove that A� is guaranteed to converge to the correct result

provided the heuristic h��� is an upper bound for the true cost from all nodes C to the

goal node B� A heuristic satisfying these conditions is called admissible� Conversely� a

heuristic which does not satisfy them is called inadmissible� For certain problems it can be

shown that admissible A� algorithms have worst case time bounds which are exponential

in the size of the goal path� Alternatively� for some of these problems it can be shown

that there are inadmissible algorithms which converge with high probability close to the

true solution in polynomial expected time ���� Inadmissible heuristics may therefore lead

to faster convergence in many practical applications�

�
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x1 x1 ... x1

x2 x2 ... x2

x3 x3 ... x3

x4 x4 ... x4

... ... ... ...

xn xn ... xn

(A) (B) (C)

P

Q

Figure 	� Examples of representation trees or graphs� On the left� g �A�� each columns

represents the n lattice points x�� ���� xn in the image and a trajectory from left to right

through the columns is a possible conguration of the deformable template� The arrows

show the fan out from each lattice point and put restrictions on the set of paths the

algorithm considers� Fig �B� shows the ternary representation tree used in Geman and

Jedynak� The arcs represent segments in the image some of which correspond to the road

being tracked� The start and end point of each arc will be points in the image lattice�

The root arc� at bottom� is specied by the user� To track the road the algorithm must

search through subsequent arcs� In g �C� we represent the lattice points in the image

directly� A boundary segment of a person�s silhouette can be represented by points on

a lattice linking salient points P and Q �see Geiger and Tyng ������ To determine the

boundary involves searching for the best path through the graph�

�
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� Dijkstra and Dynamic Programming

Dijkstra and Dynamic Programming are two algorithms which have been successfully

applied to detecting deformable templates in computer vision� See �	�� for an example of

Dijkstra� Dynamic Programming has been used by many people� see for example ����������

We now discuss them from an A� perspective�

Dijkstra�s algorithm �	�� is a general purpose graph search algorithm which searches

for the minimum cost path� It requires that the cost of going from node to node is always

positive or zero� It can be converted into a maximization problem by changing the signs

of the costs� If so� it becomes exactly like A� with heuristic h��� � �� see ���� Because the

node to node costs in the Dijkstra formulation are constrained to be positive this means

that h��� � � is an admissible heuristic �recall we change the signs of the costs when we

convert to A��� Therefore we can consider Dijkstra to be an admissible version of A��

Moreover� it should be recalled that admissible A� algorithms� and hence Dijkstra� can

be slow� Moreover� see section ��� there is no guarantee that Dijkstra has chosen the best

admissible heuristic� Dijkstra can be shown to have polynomial complexity in terms of the

graph size which can be slow on a large graph �note that there is no contradiction with the

fact that admissible A� can be exponential in the solution size�� In fact� experimentally

Dijkstra can slow down and require large memory resources when the target path is hard

to nd� due to noise� �Geiger � personal communication� and in such a case an inadmissible

heuristic� or even an alternative admissible heuristic� may be preferable� see section ����

We now turn to Dynamic Programming �DP�� This algorithm acts on a representation

of type given in gure �	A�� The algorithm starts by nding the smallest cost path from

any point in the rst column to each point in the second column� At each point in

the second column we store the cheapest cost �for the minimization formulation of the

problem� to get there� DP then nds the smallest cost path from the rst column to

�Observe that any admissible A� algorithm can be converted into Dijkstra by simply absorbing the

heuristic into the cost of getting to the node �and changing the signs�� I�e� by setting �g��� � g��� � h����

In this sense admissible A� and Dijkstra are equivalent� But this equivalence is misleading� By making

the heuristic explicit A� can determine design principles for choosing it and allows analysis of the the

e�ectiveness of di�erent choices 	
�� We will return to this issue in section ����

�
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each point in the third column� The dynamic programming principle means that these

costs can be computed from the stored cheapest costs in the second column plus the costs

of getting from the second column to the third� This procedure iterates as we go from

column to column� It means that the complexity of DP� with this representation� will be

of order NQM where N is the number of lattice points in the relative region of the image�

Q is the fan out factor� and M is the �quantized� length of the deformable template�

Using DP in this fashion corresponds to a special case of A� acting on the graph made

up of all the columns� see �	��� A heuristic is picked so that it is the same for all points

on the column and is so large that A� always nds the best cost to all elements of a

column before preceding to investigate the next column� This requires that the heuristic

cost must be greater than any possible future rewards and hence this is an admissible A�

algorithm�

We can contrast DP with a more general A� algorithm which� by using alternative

heuristics� does not search in this militarist column by column strategy� A� will have

to keep a record of all nodes which have been explored and maintain an ordered search

tree of promising nodes to explore� By contrast� DP only needs to store the state of

the last column and has no need to store a search list because the form of the heuristic

implies that the nodes to be explored next are precisely those in the next column� This

advantage is reduced� however� because DP is conservative and will continue to explore

all elements of the columns even though many may have very low costs� This can be

summarized by saying that DP does a breadth�rst search while more general A� can

perform a mixed depth�rst and breadth�rst strategy �depending on the heuristic and

on the data�� Another signicant di�erence between the two algorithms is that A� requires

sorting to determine which node to expand next and the cost of sorting can sometimes

be prohibitive �by constrast DP needs no sorting��

One interesting aspect of Dynamic Programming is that for these type of problems

its complexity may not increase signicantly even if the start and nish points of the

deformable template are unknown� see gure �
� from ����� If the branching factor Q is

large then the advantage of knowing the initial and nal points rapidly becomes lost and

the complexity is still O�NQM��

�
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Figure 
� Examples of a deformable template using Dynamic Programming� from Cough�

lan ������� The input images are shown on the left and the outputs on the right� The

deformable templates� marked by the positions of the crosses� nd the true maximum a

posteriori estimate� hence locating the correct positions of the hands� without knowing

the positions of the start and nish points�

� Twenty Questions and focus of attention

Geman and Jedynak �	� design a deformable template model for describing roads in satel�

lite images and a novel algorithm twenty questions for tracking them given an initial

position and starting direction� The twenty question algorithm� using the representation

�B�� has an empirical complexity of order L �	��

They represent roads in terms of a tree of straight�line segments� called �arcs�� each

approximately twelve pixels long with the root arc being specied by the user� Each arc

has three �children� which can be in the same direction as its �parent� or may turn slightly

to the left or the right by a small� xed angle� In this way the arcs form a discretization

of a smooth� planar curve with bounded curvature� see gure �	�� A road is dened to

be a sequence of L arcs �not counting the root arc�� The set � of all possible roads has


L members� The set A of all arcs has ���	��
L�� � �� members� Many of the following

��
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results will depend only on the representation being a tree �i�e� not including closed loops�

and so other branching patterns are possible� see gure ����

Geman and Jedynak assume a priori that all roads are equally likely and hence P �X� �


�L for each X� This is equivalent to assuming that at each branch the road has an equal

probability of going straight� left or right� Much of the analysis below is independent of

the specic prior probabilities P �X�� see gure ����

They assume that there are a set of test observations which can be made on the image

using non�linear lters� For each arc a � A� a test Ya consists of applying a lter whose

response ya � f�� ���� ��g is large when the image near arc a is road�like� �An arc a is

considered road�like if the intensity variation of pixels along the arc is smaller than the

intensity di�erences between pixels perpendicular to the arc�� The distribution of the

tests fYag �regarded as random variables� depends only on whether or not the arc a lies

on the road candidate X and the tests are assumed to be conditionally independent given

X� Thus the probabilities can be specied by

P �YajX� � p��Ya� if a lies on X�

P �YajX� � p��Ya� otherwise� �	�

The probability distributions p���� and p���� are determined by experiment �i�e� by running

the tests on and o� the road to gain statistics�� These distributions overlap� otherwise the

tests would give unambiguous results �i�e� �road� or �not�road�� and the road could be

found directly� The theoretical results we obtain are independent of the precise nature of

the tests and indeed the algorithm can be generalized to consider a larger class of tests�

but this will not be done in this paper�

The true road may be determined by nding the MAP estimate of P �Xj all tests��

However� there is an important practical di�culty in nding the MAP� the number of

possible candidates to search over is 
L� an enormous number� and the number of possible

tests is even larger �of course� these numbers ignore the fact that some of the paths

will extend outside the domain of the image and hence can be ignored� But� even so� the

number of possible paths is exorbitant�� To circumvent this problem� Geman and Jedynak

propose the twenty questions algorithm that uses an intelligent testing rule to select the

��
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Figure �� A variation of Geman and Jedynak�s tree structure with a di�erent branching

pattern� The prior probabilities may express a preference for certain paths� such as those

which are straight�

most informative test at each iteration�

They introduce the concept of partial paths and show that it is only necessary to

calculate the probabilities of these partial paths rather than those of all possible road

hypotheses� They dene the set Ca to consist of all paths which pass through arc a�

Observe� see gure ���� that this condition species a unique path from the root arc

to a� Thus fX � Cag can be thought of as the set of all possible extensions of this

partial path� Their algorithm only needs to store the probabilities of certain partial

paths� za � P �X � Caj test results�� rather than the probabilities of all the 
L possible

road paths� Geman and Jedynak describe rules for updating these probabilities za but� in

fact� the relevant probabilities can be calculated directly �see next section�� It should be

emphasized that calculating these probabilities would be signicantly more di�cult for

general graph structures where the presence of closed loops introduces di�culties which

require algorithms like dynamic programming to overcome �	���

The testing rule is the following� after having performed tests Y�� through Y�k � choose

the next test Y�k�� � Yc so as to minimize the conditional entropy H�Xjbk� Yc� given by�

H�Xjbk� Yc� � �
X

yc

P �Yc � ycjbk�f
X

X

P �Xjbk� Yc � yc� logP �Xjbk� Yc � yc�g� �
�

where bk � fy�� � ���� y�kg is the set of test results from steps � through k �we use capitals to

denote random variables and lower case to denote numbers such as the results of tests��

The conditional entropy criterion causes tests to be chosen which will be expected to

�	
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maximally decrease the uncertainty of the distribution P �Xjbk����

We also point out that their strategy for choosing tests has already been used in Bayes

Nets �
�� Geman and Jedynak state that there is a relationship to Bayes Nets �	� but they

do not make it explicit� This relationship can be seen from the following theorem�

Theorem �� The test which minimizes the conditional entropy is the same test that

maximizes the mutual information between the test and the road conditioned on the results

of the proceeding tests� More precisely� arg mincH�Xjbk� Yc� � arg maxc I�Yc Xjbk��

Proof� This result follows directly from standard identities in information theory �����

I�Ya Xjbk� � H�Xjbk��H�Xjbk� Ya� � H�Yajbk��H�YajX� bk�� ���

This maximizing mutual information approach is precisely the focus of attention strat�

egy used in Bayes Nets �
�� see gure ���� It has proven an e�ective strategy in medical

probabilistic expert systems� for example� where it can be used to determine which diag�

nostic test a doctor should perform in order to gain most information about a possible

disease �	��� Therefore the twenty questions algorithm can be considered as a special case

of this strategy� Focus of attention� however� is typically applied to problems involving

graphs with closed loops and hence it is di�cult to update probabilities after a question

has been asked �a test has been performed�� Moreover� on graphs it is both di�cult to

evaluate the mutual information and to determine which� of many possible� tests will

maximize the mutual information with the desired hypothesis state X�

By contrast� Geman and Jedynak are able to specify simple rules for deciding which

tests to perform� This is because� �i� their tests� equation �	�� are simpler than those

typically used in Bayes Nets and �ii� their tree structure �i�e� no closed loops� makes it

easy to perform certain computations�

The following theorem� which is stated and proven in their paper� simplies the prob�

lem of selecting which test to perform� As we will show later� this result is also important

for showing the relationship of twenty questions to A�� The theorem is valid for any

graph �even with closed loops� and for arbitrary prior probabilities� It relies only on the

form of the tests specied in equation �	�� The key point is the assumption that roads

either contain the arc which is being tested or they do not�

�
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Unemployed Prof. at Harvard

Stress

Heart Attack Eating Disorder Big Ego

Bad Luck Ambition

Mafia Boss

Figure �� A Bayes Net is a directed graph with probabilities� This can be illustrated by

a game show where the goal is discover the job of a participant� In this case the jobs are

�unemployed�� �Harvard professor� and �Maa Boss�� The players are not allowed direct

questions but they can ask about causal factors � e�g� �bad luck� or �ambition� � or about

symptoms � �heart attack�� �eating disorder�� �big ego�� The focus of attention strategy

is to ask the questions that convey the most information� Determining such questions

is straightforward in principle� if the structure of the graph and all the probabilities are

known� but may require exorbitant computational time if the network is large�

Theorem �� The test Yc which minimizes the conditional entropy is the test which

minimizes a convex function ��zc� where ��z� � H�p��z�H�p�����z��H�zp�����z�p���

Proof� From the information theory identities given in equation ��	 it follows that min


imizing H�Xjbk� Yc� with respect to a is equivalent to minimizing H�YcjX� bk��H�Ycjbk��

Using the facts that P �YcjX� bk� � P �YcjX�� zc � P �X � Ccjbk�� P �Ycjbk� �
P

X P �YcjX�P �Xjbk� �

p��Yc�zc�p��Yc����zc�� where P �YcjX� � p��Yc� if arc c lies on X and P �YcjX� � p��Yc�

otherwise� we �nd that�

H�YcjX� bk� �
X

X

P �Xjbk�f�
X

Yc

P �YcjX� log P �YcjX�g � zcH�p�� � �� � zc�H�p���

H�Ycjbk� � H�zcp� � �� � zc�p��� ���

The main result follows directly� The convexity can be veri�ed directly by showing that

the second order derivative is positive�

For the tests chosen by Geman and Jedynak it can be determined that ��z� has

a unique minimum at z � ����� For the game of twenty questions� where the tests

give unambiguous results� it can be shown that the minimum occurs at z � ���� �In

��
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this case the tests will obey p��Yc � yc�p��Yc � yc� � �� �yc and this enforces that

H�zcp� � �� � zc�p�� � zcH�p�� � �� � zc�H�p�� � zc log zc � �� � zc� log�� � zc� and so

��z� � z log z � �� � z� log�� � z� which is convex with minimum at z � �����

Thus the minimal entropy criterion says that we should test the next untested arc

which minimizes ��zc�� By the nature of the tree structure and the prior there can

be very few �and typically no� untested arcs with zc � z and most untested arcs will

satisfy zc � z� Restricting ourselves to this subset� we see that the convexity of ����� see

gure ���� means that we need only nd an arc c for which zc is as close to z as possible�

It is straightforward to show that most untested arcs� particularly distant descendants

of the tested arcs� will have probabilities far less than z and so do not even need to be

tested �each three way split in the tree will introduce a prior factor ��
 which multiplies

the probabilities of the descendant arcs� so the probabilities of descendants will decay

exponentially with the distance from a tested arc�� It is therefore simple to minimize

��zc� for all arcs such that zc � z and then we need simply compare this minimum to the

values for the few� if any� special arcs for which zc � z� This� see �	�� allows one to quickly

to determine the best test to perform� Observe� that because the prior is uniform there

may often be three or two arcs which have the same probability� To see this� consider

deciding which arc to test when starting from the root node � all three arcs will be equally

likely� It is not stated in �	� what their algorithm does in this case but we assume� in the

event of a tie� that the algorithm picks one winner at random�

� Twenty questions� A	 and A�


In this section we dene an algorithm� which we call A�� which simply consists of test�

ing the most probable untested arc� We show that this is usually equivalent to twenty

questions� Then we show that A� can be re�expressed as a variant of A��

The only di�erence between A� and A� is that A� �and twenty questions� makes use

of prior expectations in an attempt to speed up the search� �Both A� and twenty questions

are formulated with prior probabilities which can be used to make these predictions�� The

di�erence in search strategies can be thought of� metaphorically� as the distinction between

��
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Phi(z)

z
Z

Figure �� Test selection for twenty questions is determined by the ��z� function� This

is convex with at minimum at z� Most untested arcs a with have probabilities za less

than z and twenty questions will prefer to explore the most probable of these paths� It

is conceivable that a few untested arcs have probability greater than z� In this case they

may or may not be tested� The exact form of the ���� function depends on specic details

of the problem�

eugenics and breeding like rabbits� A� proceeds by selecting the graph node which has

greatest total cost �cumulative and heuristic� and then expands all the children of this

node� This is the rabbit strategy� By contrast� A� selects the best graph node and then

expands only the best predicted child node� This is reminiscent of eugenics� The twenty

questions algorithm occasionally goes one stage further and expands a grandchild of the

best node �i�e� completely skipping the child nodes�� In general� if prior probabilities

for the problem are known to be highly non�uniform� then the eugenic strategy will on

average be more e�cient than the rabbit strategy�

The algorithm A� is based on the same model and the same array of tests used in

Geman and Jedynak�s work� What is di�erent is the rule for selecting the most promising

arc c on which to perform the next test Yc� The arc c that is chosen is the arc with

the highest probability zc that satises two requirements� Test Yc must not have been

performed previously and c must be the child of a previously tested arc� For twenty

questions the best test will typically be the child of a tested arc though occasionally� as

we will describe later� it might be a grandchild or some other descendant�

Theorem �� A� and Twenty questions will test the same arc provided zc � z for

all untested arcs c� Moreover� the only cases when the algorithms will dier is when A�

��
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a

a1 a3

a2

A

a

B

a

C

Figure �� The three possible possibilities for A��s preferred arc a where dashed lines

represent tested arcs� In A� both a�s siblings have been tested� In this case the twenty

question algorithm might prefer testing one of a�s three children or some other arc else�

where on the tree� In cases B and C� at most one of a�s siblings have been tested and so

both twenty questions and A� agree�

chooses to test an arc both siblings of which have already been tested�

Proof� The �rst part of this result follows directly from Theorem �� ��z� is convex with

minimum at z so� provided zc � z for all untested c� the most probable untested arc is the

one that minimizes the conditional entropy� see �gure ��	� The second part is illustrated

by �gure ��	� Let c be the arc that A� prefers to test� Since A� only considers an arc

c that is the child of previously tested arcs� there are only three cases to consider� when

none� one� or two of c�s siblings have been previously tested� In the �rst two cases� when

none or one of c�s siblings has been tested� the probability zc is bounded� by zc � ��
 � z

or by zc � ��	 � z� respectively� Clearly� since c is the arc with the maximum probability�

no other arc can have a probability closer to z� thus arc c minimizes ��zc� and both

algorithms are consistent� In the third case� however� when both of c�s siblings have been

tested� it is possible for zc to be larger than z� In this case it is possible that other arcs

with smaller probabilities would lower � more than ��zc�� For example� if ��zc�
� � ��zc��

then the twenty questions algorithm would prefer any of c�s �untested	 children� having

probability zc�
� to c itself� But conceivably there may be another untested arc elsewhere

with probability higher than zc�
� and lower than z� which twenty questions might prefer�

Thus the only di�erence between the algorithms may occur when the previous tests

will have established c�s membership on the road with such high certainty that the con�

��
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ditional entropy principle considers it unnecessary to test c itself� In this case twenty

questions may perform a �leap of faith� and test c�s children or it may test another arc

elsewhere� If twenty questions chooses to test c�s children then this would make it po�

tentially more e�cient than A� which would waste one test by testing c� But from the

backtracking histogram in �	� it seems that testing children in this way never happened

in their experiments� There may� however� have been cases when untested arcs are more

probable than z and the twenty questions algorithm tested other unrelated arcs� If this

did indeed happen� and the structure of the problem might make this impossible� then it is

seems that twenty questions might be performing an irrelevant test� We expect therefore

that A� and twenty questions will usually pick the same test and so should have almost

identical performance on the road tracking problem�

This analysis can be generalized to alternative branching structures and prior prob�

abilities� For example� for a binary tree we would expect that the twenty questions

algorithm might often make leaps of faith and test grandchildren� Conversely� the larger

the branching factor then the more similar A� and twenty questions will become� In

addition� a non�uniform prior might also make it advisable to test other descendants� Of

course we can generalize A� to allow it to skip children too if the children have high

probability of being on the path� But we will not do this here because� as we will see�

such a generalization will reduce the similarity of A� with A��

Our next theorem shows that we can give an analytic expression for the probabilities

of the partial paths� Recall that these are the probabilities za that the road goes through

a particular tested arc a� see gure ���� �Geman and Jedynak give an iterative algorithm

for calculating these probabilities�� This leads to a formulation of the A� algorithm which

makes it easy to relate to A�� The result holds for arbitrary branching and priors�

Theorem �� The probabilities za � P �X � Cajy�� ���� yM � of partial paths to an

untested arc a� whose parent arc has been tested� can be expressed as�

P �X � Cajy�� ���� yM � �
�

ZM

MaY

j��

p��yaj �

p��yaj �
��aj � aj���� ���

where Aa � faj � j � ����Mag is the set of �tested	 arcs lying on the path to a� see

�gure ��	� and ��ai� ai��� is the prior probability of arc ai following arc ai�� �a� is the

��
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a

a3

a2

a1

Figure �� For any untested arc a� there is a unique path a�� a�� ��� linking it to the root

arc� As before� dashed lines indicate arcs that have been tested�

initialization arc	�

Proof� Suppose a is an arc which has not yet been tested but which is a child of one

that has� Assume we have test results �y�� ������ yM �� then there must be a unique subset

Aa � fa�� ����� aMag of tests which explore all the arcs from the starting point to arc a� see

�gure ��	�

The probability that the path goes through arc a is given by�

P �X � Cajy�� ���� yM � �
X

X�Ca

P �Xjy�� ���� yM � �
X

X�Ca

P �y�� ���� yM jX�P �X�

P �y�� ���� yM �
� ���

The factor P �y�� ���� yM � is independent of a and so we can remove it �we will only be

concerned with the relative values of dierent probabilities and not their absolute values	�

Recall that the tests are independent and if arc i lies on� or o� the road then a test result

yi is produced with probability p��yi� or p��yi� respectively� We obtain�

P �X � Cajy�� ���� yM � �
X

X�Ca

P �X�f
Y

i�������M �X�Ci

T
Ca

p��yi�gf
Y

i�������M �X ��Ci

T
Ca

p��yi�g

�
X

X�Ca

P �X�f
Y

i�������M �X�Ci

T
Ca

p��yi�

p��yi�
gf
Y

i�������M

p��yi�g ���

where the notation X � Ci

T
Ca means the set of all roads which contain the �tested	 arc

i and arc a� The �nal factor
Q

i p��yi� can be ignored since it is also independent of a�

Now suppose none of arc a�s children have been tested� Then since the sum in equa


tion ��	 is over all paths which go through arc a this means that set of arcs i � X � Ci on

the road X for which tests are performed must be precisely those in the unique subset Aa

��
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going from the starting point to arc a� More precisely� fi � �� ����M � X � Ci

T
Cag � Aa�

Therefore�

Y

i�������M �x�Ci

T
Ca

p��yi�

p��yi�
�
Y

i�Aa

p��yi�

p��yi�
�

MaY

j��

p��yaj �

p��yaj �
� ���

Now
P

X�Ca
P �X� is simply the prior probability that the path goes through arc a�

We can denote it by Pa� Because of the tree structure� it can be written as Pa �
QMa

��� ��ai� ai���� where ��ai� ai��� is the prior probability that the road takes the child

arc ai given that it has reached its parent ai��� If all paths passing through a are equally

likely �using Geman and Jedynak�s prior on the ternary graph	 then ��ai� ai��� � ��
 for

all a and we have�

Pa �
X

X�Ca

P �X� �

L�jAaj��


L
� ����

where L is the total length of the road and jAaj is the length of the partial path�

Therefore in the general case�

P �X � Cajy�� ���� yM � �
�

ZM

MaY

j��

p��yaj �

p��yaj �
��aj � aj���� ����

where ZM is a normalization factor�

We now show that A� is just a simple variant of A�� We rst design an admissible

A� algorithm using the smallest heuristic which guarantees admissibility� Then we will

show that A� is a variant of A� with a smaller heuristic and hence is inadmissible�

To adapt A� to apply to the road tracking problem we must convert the ternary road

representation tree into a graph by introducing a terminal node to which all the leaves of

the tree are connected� We set the cost of getting to this terminal node from any of the

leaves of the tree to be constant� Then deciding to go from one node to an adjacent node�

and evaluating the cost� is equivalent to deciding to test the arc between these nodes and

evaluating the test result�

It follows directly from Theorem �� or see �	�� that the best road is the one which

maximizes the log of equation �����

E�X� �
X

i

flog
p��yai�

p��yai�
� log��ai� ai���g ��	�

	�
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where X � fa�� ���� aLg and ��ai� ai��� is the prior probability that arc ai follows ai���

Observe that the Zm factor from equation ���� is the same for all paths so we have dropped

it from the right hand side of equation ��	��

By Theorem � again� the cost for a partial path of length Ma which terminates at arc

a is given by�

g�a� �

MaX

j��

flog
p��yaj �

p��yaj�
� log��aj � aj���g� ��
�

To determine the smallest admissible heuristic for A�� we observe that the cost to the

end of the road has a least upper bound of�

h�a� � �L�Ma�f!� � !pg� ����

where 	� � maxy logfp��y��p��y�g and 	p � max log��� �� � over all possible prior branch�

ing factors in the tree�

It is clearly possible to have paths which obtain this upper bound though� of course�

they are highly unlikely because they require all the future path segments to have the

maximal possible log likelihood ratio� we will return to this issue in section ���� The

heuristic given by equation ���� is therefore the smallest possible admissible heuristic�

We can therefore dene the admissible A� algorithm with smallest heuristic to have a

cost f given by�

f�a� � g�a� � h�a� �

MaX

j��

flog
p��yaj �

p��yaj�
� log��aj � aj���g � �L�Ma�f!� � !pg� ����

Observe that we can obtain Dijkstra by rewriting equation ���� as

f �

MaX

j��

�log
p��yaj �

p��yaj �
� log��aj � aj��� � !� � !p� � Lf!� � !pg� ����

and� because the length of all roads are assumed to be the same� the nal term Lf!��!pg

is a constant and can be ignored� This can be directly reformulated as Dijkstra with

g �
PMa

j���log
p��yaj �

p��yaj �
� log��aj � aj��� � !� � !p� and h � �� �Though� strictly speaking�

the term Dijkstra only applies if the terms in the sum are all guaranteed to be non�

negative� Only with this additional condition is Dijkstra guaranteed to converge��

	�
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The size of !� � !p has a big in�uence in determining the order in which paths

get searched by the admissible A� algorithm� The bigger !� � !p then the bigger the

overestimate cost� see equation ����� The larger the overestimate then the more the

admissible A� will prefer to explore paths with a small number of tested arcs �because

these paths will have overgenerous estimates of their future costs�� This induces a breadth

�rst search strategy �	�� and may slow down the search�

We now compare A� to A�� The result is summarized in Theorem ��

Theorem �� A� is an inadmissible variant of A��

Proof� From Theorem � we see that A� picks the path which minimizes equation ���	�

In other words� it minimizes the g�a� part of A� but has no overestimate term� In other

words� it sets h�a� � � by default� There is no reason to believe that this is an overestimate

for the remaining part of the path� Of course� if !� � !p � � then h�a� � � would be

an acceptable overestimate� For the special case considered by Geman and Jedynak this

would require that maxy logfp��y��p��y�g � log 
 � �� For their probability distributions

it seems that this condition is not satis�ed� see �gure � in ����

This means that A�� and hence twenty questions� are typically suboptimal and are

not guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution� On the other hand� admissible A�

uses upper bounds means that it prefers paths with few arcs to those with many� so it may

waste time by exploring in breadth� We will return to these issues in the next section�

� Heuristics

So far we have shown that Dynamic Programming� Dijkstra and Twenty Questions are

either exact� or approximate� versions of A�� The only di�erence lies in their choice

of heuristic and their breeding strategies �rabbits or eugenics�� Both DP and Dijkstra

choose admissible heuristics and are therefore guaranteed to nd the optimal solution�

The downside from this is that they are rather conservative and hence may be slower

than necessary� By contrast� Twenty Questions is closely related to A� which uses an

inadmissible heuristic� It is not necessarily guaranteed to converge but empirically is very

fast and nds the optimal solution in linear time �in terms of the solution length��
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(0,0)

(m,n)

Figure �� In the example from Pearl� the goal is to nd the shortest path in the lattice

from ��� �� to �m�n�� The choice of heuristic will greatly in�uence the search strategy�

The choice of heuristics is clearly very important� What principles can be used to

determine good heuristics for a specic problem domain"

An example from Pearl ��� illustrates how di�erent admissible heuristics can a�ect the

speed of search� Pearl�s example is formulated in terms of nding the shortest path in a

two�dimensional lattice from position ��� �� to the point �m�n�� see gure ����

The rst algorithm Pearl considers is Dijkstra� so it has heuristic h��� �� � � which is

admissible since the cost of all path segments is positive� It is straightforward to show

that this requires us to expand Za�m�n� � 	�m � n�� nodes before we reach the target

�by the nature of A� we must expand all nodes whose cost is less than� or equal to� the

cost of the goal node��

The second algorithm uses a shortest distance heuristic h�x� y� �
p

�x�m�� � �y � n��

which is also admissible� In this case the number of nodes expanded� Zb�m�n�� can be

calculated� The expression is complex so we do not write it down�

The bottom line� however� is that the ratio of Zb�m�n��Za�m�n� is always less than

� and so the shortest distance heuristic is preferable to Dijkstra for this problem� The

maximum value of the ratio� approximately ����� is obtained when n � m� Its minimum

value occurs when n � � �or equivalently when m � �� and is given by ��	m which tends

to zero for large m� Thus choosing one admissible heuristic in preference to another can

yield signicant speed�ups without sacricing optimality�

It has long been known ��� that inadmissible algorithms� which use probabilistic knowl�

edge of the domain� will converge in linear expected time to close to the optimal solution
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even when admissible algorithms will take provably exponential time� The problems we

are interested in solving are already formulated as Bayesian estimation problems which

means that probabilistic knowledge of the domain is already available� How can it be

exploited"

Consider� for example� the admissible A� algorithm which we dened for the road

tracking problem� see section ���� Let us consider the special case when the branching

factor is always three and all paths are equally likely� Then we demonstrated that the

smallest admissible heuristic is h�a� � �L �Ma� maxy logfp��y��p��y�g� This heuristic�

however� is really a worst case bound because the chances of getting such a result if we

measure the response on the true path are very small� In fact� if we assume that the image

measurements are independent �as our Bayesian model does� see section �	��� then the law

of large numbers says the total response of all test results along the true path should be

close to hp�a� � �L�Ma

P
y p��y� logfp��y��p��y�g� This average bound will typically be

considerably smaller than the worst case bound used to determine h�a� above� We would

therefore expect that� in general� the average case heuristic hp�a� will be far quicker than

the worst case heuristic h�a� and should usually lead to equally good results� �Of course�

the average case heuristic will become poor as we approach the end point� where L�Ma

is small� and so we will have to replace it by the worst case heuristic in such situations��

Our recent work ��� ��� has made these intuitions precise by exploiting results from

the theory of types� see �		�� which quantify how rapidly the law of large numbers starts

being e�ective� For example� Sanov�s theorem can be used to determine the probability

that the average cost for a set of n samples from the true road di�ers from the expected

average cost
P

y p��y� logfp��y��p��y�g� The theorem shows that the probability of any

di�erence will decrease exponentially with the number of samples n� Conversely� we can

ask with what probability will we get an average cost close to
P

y p��y� logfp��y��p��y�g

from a set of n samples not from the true path �i�e� the probability that the algorithm

will be fooled into following a false path�� Again� it follows from Sanov�s theorem that

the probability of this happening decreases exponentially with n where the coe�cient in

the exponent is the Kullback�Leibler distance between p��y� and p��y��

Our papers ��� ��� prove expected convergence time bounds for optimization problems
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of the type we have analyzed in this paper� For example� in ��� we prove that inadmis�

sible heuristic algorithms can be expected to solve these optimization problems �with a

quantied expected error� while examining a number of nodes which varies linearly with

the size of the problem� �The expected sorting time per node is shown to be constant��

Moreover� the di�culty of the problem is determined by an order parameter which is

specied in terms of the characteristics of the domain �the distributions Pon� Poff � P �X�

and the branching factor of the search tree�� At critical values of the order parameter the

problem undergoes a phase transition and becomes impossible to solve by any algorithm�

� Summary

In summary� we argue that A�� and heuristic algorithms ���� give a good framework to

compare and evaluate di�erent optimization algorithms for deformable templates� We

describe how both Dijkstra and Dynamic Programming can be expressed in terms of A�

���� �	��� We then prove a close relationship between the twenty questions algorithm �	�

and a novel algorithm which we call A�� In turn� we prove that A� is an inadmissible

variant of A�� We note that both A� and twenty questions� unlike A� and Dijkstra�

maintain explicit probabilities of partial solutions which allows them to keep track of

how well the algorithm is doing and to warn of faulty convergence� In addition� their

explicit use of prior knowledge allows them to improve their search strategy �in general�

by making predictions� However� both A� and Dijkstra are designed to work on graphs�

which include closed loops� and it may be di�cult to extend twenty questions and A� to

such representations�

From the A� perspective� the role of heuristics is very important� Most algorithms�

implicitly or explicitly� make use of heuristics the choice of which can have a big e�ect

on the speed and e�ectiveness of the algorithm� It is therefore important to specify

them explicitly and analyze their e�ectiveness� For example� it appears that probabilistic

knowledge of the problem domain can lead to heuristics� adapted to the domain� which are

provably very e�ective ������������ By contrast� algorithms such as Dijkstra� which have no

explicit heuristics� have no mechanisms for adapting the algorithm to a specic domain�
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For example� Dijkstra�s algorithm applied to detecting visual shapes is very e�ective at

low noise levels but can break down �in terms of memory and time� at high noise levels

�Geiger � private communication�� Characterizing the noise probabilistically and using

this to guide a choice of heuristic can lead to a more e�cient algorithms� see �	���
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